Dr. Butler revisited In the margin are the following notes:
(1) It is a disgraceful race of men who are wont to make clear their own filth by the severity of their censure of others. (2) Hippocrates, On internal diseases: opinion more than skill decides these matters.10 (3) Unhappy virtue, you were thus an empty name. Yet I worshipped you as something firm, though you were all the time the slave of fortune.
The second document (Ms. 25) is a brisk response in Latin to an enquiry on a variety of topics: the translation runs:
My dear sir, you would gladly inquire about habits of study, about wine, an aromatic cap, salt of euphrasy, and gargles. First, on arising from sleep, let there be a slight evacuation of the bowels, then one should use the space of one hour to banish the vapours which, begotten in the night time, with nature as stepmother, dull and cloud the brain with darkness: then you should busy yourself with your studies in the morning until lunch, but each hour have a small break to relax the mind: for concentration on studies blunts and oppresses the animal spirits. One should avoid full-blooded wines such as Spanish Falernian,"I Malmsey, and the like, which go to the head and stuff and fill it thick with fumes: lighter wines can be allowed, such as the thinner whites like those of the Rhineland. Morever at dinner wine is forbidden. A head-cap1' properly made from different varieties strengthens a cold brain, but oil of nutmeg, flowers of sage, and cloves are more beneficial if they are rubbed quite often on forehead and temples. Salt of euphrasyl' has a wonderful effect on the brain by its secret power and sharpens a dulled vision if skilfully prepared: but medicated wine concocted from flowers of euphrasy holds first place.
Let a family gargle be prepared from mustard, a very pungent perry vinegar, and a very great deal of honey to prevent skinning of the flesh. Then, as for your diet, I advise you to use entirely plain food, very juicy and easily digestible, like the flesh of sheep, goats, heifers in milk, partridges, persian peacocks, young chickens, rabbits, young hares, pigeons, and mountain birds, which (as Aristotle agrees)1' is easily digested and distributed and produces pure blood.
Finally, to sum up, one should have recourse to Cicero mWdecin des mots, whose precept should be followed: Health is preserved by a knowledge of one's body.15
The third piece of medical interest is a eulogy of 
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Vivian Nutton theory of humours and spirits, in which these, largely Arabic, concoctions were thought to increase the blood, which in the heart provided the vital spirit; to preserve the "radical moisture", whose gradual consumption by innate heat resulted in death; and to nurture the growth of the natural, vital, and psychic spirits within the liver, heart, and brain. 438, line 25. "at the swords end than". Butler originally wrote "weapons". 438, line 28. "All the collections sentences are Reduced...." 438, line 33. "Nature, it is still to be done ... I subscribe willingly." 438, line 37. "Capitall" ["error" or Better to wait for an indication from nature and follow her lead in evacuating noxious material through the skin than rush to bleed and damage an irreparable human body. 438, n. 40. In the margin, in a hurried hand, occur the words "natura medicus, naturae minister est", which, as Dr. Boss shows, can be translated grammatically. Yet the meaning that they give is cryptic, even nonsense -as well say "Dr. X is the servant ofX"-and the slightly odd punctuation, together with the caret mark, should give pause for thought. A famous Hippocratic quotation, Epidemics M.II, in the form noted by Galen, XVII A 151 K, and given as such in the forgeries at XV 309 and XVI 305 K, provides the answer: Nature is a healer and "the doctor is the servant of nature". In his hurry to add yet another Hippocratic reference in the margin to be quoted to the King, Butler made the simple error of writing "medicus" once, instead of twice as "Natura medicus, medicus naturae minister est." Alternatively, although much less likely, "natura" in the margin may signify the appropriate place in the text for the insertion of "medicus ... est".
The idea that the doctor is the servant of healing nature is also used by Paracelsus-the doctor is "der knecht der natur" (I, p. 230, ed. Sudhoff) and also "allein der natur diener" (VII, p. 150 
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Vivian Nutton reason" would be futile, given contemporary understanding of physiology, and superfluous, since Butler has already said how, on his terms, they act.
According to the draft, the citations from Theomnestus, Avenzoar, Scribonius Largus, and Scaliger come from J. Heurnius' Praxis medicinae nova ratio, book II,21 and the fact that the order of the quotations and much of the wording agrees with Heurnius confirms that this relatively modem work was Butler's first source. But there are important differences which prove that he did not stick blindly to it alone, and the page-references in the draft cause difficulty. There they are numbered 126 and 127, but in the first edition of the Praxis, Leyden 1587, they occur on p. 290; in that of 1590 on p. 335; and in the revision of 1609 on p. 245. Butler's numbering, approximately half that of the quarto editions, suggests that the section ran over a page in his copy of the Praxis, which was either of folio size or numbered only on each leaf. Bibliographers may be able to solve this riddle or convict Butler of carelessness in his rough notes.
The first quotation comes largely from Theomnestus, a Greek vet, who describes how "stag's tears" are formed and how they acquire their properties as antidotes: it ends with a reference to Avenzoar's use of them against jaundice. Butler 
